
‘Super-Ice Cube’ Insulated Bulk 
Shipping Containers

SPECIFICATION SHEETS



Key Features and Benefits

• Certified Independent Lab Tested - Proven to keep both Refrigerated and Frozen Perishables within desired
insulated shipping temperature ranges for 48 HOURS minimum when properly loaded with cargo and sealed.

• Cubes are re-useable. Food Grade EPS foam allows for cleaning and reuse. This is not possible with cardboard
due to moisture and contamination.

• Modular components allow for long term reduced costs of replacement when damage occurs. Just replace the
broken piece not the entire cube.

• EPS Foam-100% recyclable. We have partnered with Recycle tech and have a densifier in-house to ensure all
non-reusable components are recycled.

• Thermal properties of foam allow for more stable product temperatures along with a reduced need for dry
ice. This means higher product protect on with less exposure for workers unloading blocks of ice.

• Tongue and groove front panels come off completely to allow for Zero reach loading/unloading.

• Once unloaded, components are light and easy to move out of the way. The cube pallet bottom only weighs 7
pounds. A wood pallet averages between 40 and 60 pounds depending on type.

• No more wood pieces, nails, potential insects or open slats to step through on these pallets.

• Large cube is 6 cubic feet larger than a standard Gaylord shipper. This along with reduced need for ice means
more product in less space saving on rental charges for offshore shipping containers.



Large Cube-SKU: 300-S52AKA: 360 supercube
Inside: 38 X 38 X 56 (inches)

Outside: 42 X 42 X 60 (inches)   (64.5 with skids)
Capacity: 46.8 (cft)

Ext. Capacity: 61.25 (cft

Weight Built Lbs: 29.5
Top Lbs: 4.5
Pallet Bottom Lbs: 7
Side 56" Lbs: 4.5

‘Super-Ice Cube’ Insulated Bulk Shipping Containers(Large)



Small Cube-SKU: 300-S26AKA: 334supercube
Inside: 38 X 38 X 30 (inches)

Outside: 42 X 42 X 34 (inches)     (38.5 with skids)
Capacity: 25.07 (cft)

Ext. Capacity: 34.71 (cft

Weight Built Lbs: 19.5
Top Lbs: 4.5
Pallet Bottom Lbs: 7
Side 56" Lbs: 2

‘Super-Ice Cube’ Insulated Bulk Shipping Containers (Small)



*For the  purpose of demonstrating strength and durability only.

‘Super-Ice Cube’ Insulated Bulk Shipping Containers Double Stack

*Bottom Cube Empty-4 sides-No Wrap *Bottom Cube Empty-3 sides-Hand Wrap
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